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1. SAVAGE RIVALE EXOTIC DESIGN STUDIO 

 

2. SAVAGE RIVALE & GLM partner up for ROADYACHT GTS EV 

 

Summary 

Since its inception in 2008 Savage Rivale (SR) has worked relentlessly on the realization of a radical new vehicle concept, the 4 door 4 seater 

convertible supercar. We are pleased to announce that we have found a partner who will materialize the Roadyacht GTS concept under their 

own brand name. GLM, a Japanese EV company, believes further advancement of the concept, by incorporating an innovative EV powertrain, 

will offer an unparalleled level of exotic electric vehicles that are much desired in the market. 

With the latest line of the Roadyacht GTS petrol version also nearing completion, we feel it is now the right time to broaden our horizon. In the 

past year we have transformed ourselves into a true design studio, with a global avant-garde and exotic point of view, creating ‘social’ projects 

like sports cars, yachts and villas.  

  



 

 

From design to production 

The rewarding endeavor of getting an exotic car concept to an actual limited volume production thereof has brought us invaluable insights with 

respect to key success factors in product design & development.  When establishing a new brand one needs to satisfy three prerequisites: 

bespoke innovative technological features, a unique ‘European’ design and, finally, a strong heritage. Owing to high burn rates and lack of both 

heritage and, notably, an innovative powertrain, we have thus far not been able to establish our place in the already saturated supercar 

market.   

 

Further advancement on the conception with new partner 

We have always aspired to offer our exotic products not just to a limited happy few. With our new partner, GLM a Japanese electric vehicle 

(EV) OEM, we have not only secured a breakthrough EV technology platform, but also a strong partner with the resources to actually 

materialize our design, under their own brand name. By combining our strengths, we are confident we will fill the void that is all too present in 

the upmarket EV landscape. We will conquer this uncontested market space not only with our current Roadyacht model, but also with future, 

equally distinctive ones. A glimpse of the results of this cooperation between GLM and SR will be revealed at the Paris Motor Show 2016 in the 

GLM G4, outlining our future direction and previewing our product development concepts. 

 

  



 

 

 

Design Studio 

By realigning ourselves from production back to our initial focus on design, SR has come full circle. Operating as a design studio, we will offer 

our design, prototyping and product realization services in three domains: 

 Car design & prototyping 

 Yacht design & refitting 

 Realty conception & design 

With a small, qualified and motivated core team, backed by a board of advisors and trusted supply partners we have completed the transition 

with full confidence. Whereas most design bureaus only take work on commission, we strongly believe in creating striking evolutionary and 

exotic designs and concepts ourselves in order to have global third parties complete them. Our capability of envisioning the unknown, coming 

up with revolutionary concepts and bringing them to life will ensure our long term vision of making the world a more exotic place….  
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